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Subject: TEU le'er to Massey University staff is deeply concerning
Date: Friday, 21 September 2018 at 5:04:22 PM New Zealand Standard Time
From: David Cumin
To: Jennifer Frost, sandra.grey@teu.ac.nz
CC: bryce.edwards@vuw.ac.nz

Dear Prof Frost and Ms Grey,

I am deeply disappointed and concerned about the TEU le'er that went to Massey staff today. I
urge you to withdraw it and apologise.

In the le'er, Ms Grey wrote, "What’s most regre'able though, is that the Vice-Chancellor did not
just come out and say that anyone failing to respect the values of Massey University, parYcularly its
obligaYons as a Te TiriY led organisaYon, is not welcome to share those views on campus. Yes, they
are free to speak their mind elsewhere, but not at any public insYtuYon that prides itself on
rejecYng the sort of loathsome, race-based views propagated by Hobson’s Pledge. Had she done
that, she would have had my backing."

This suggests a profound misunderstanding of the principles of free speech, academic freedom,
and the funcYon of a university. 

Of all places in society, a university campus should be where controversial ideas are debated and
where ideas are challenged. It is vital that students are exposed to a diverse range of thought and
able to think criYcally about all subjects, else academic standards will be based to certain dogmaYc
ideologies rather than a rigorous applicaYon of knowledge through higher order thinking skills.

It is similarly vital that staff feel empowered to use their academic freedom to be the "criYcs and
conscience of society", rather than be restricted to viewpoints that the University execuYves deem
appropriate. 

The TEU should not back anyone who blocks ideas from being expressed on campus.

The correct response to countering ideas that are objecYonable is to explain why there is objecYon
and put forward a be'er argument. Using power to prevent discussion is intolerant, illiberal, and
anYtheYcal to academic rigour. We must struggle with ideas rather than be forced to submit to any
one perspecYve.

The TEU's apparent support of banning people who would debate issues related to the Te TiriY o
Waitangi from university campuses sets a dangerous precedent. It is even more dangerous when
one considers that Dr Brash was invited to talk about his poliYcal career, and not specifically about
any ideas that the Vice Chancellor might object to.

I absolutely reject the noYon that university campuses are not places for debate and that student
groups should be restricted by execuYves from inviYng speakers they deem appropriate.

As a TEU member, the le'er does not speak for me and I hope that it does not speak for the
vast majority of TEU members who work each day to challenge and extend convenYonal wisdom
and to educate students without recourse to dogmaYsm and intolerance of opposing ideas.

I urge you to retract the le'er, reconsider your posiYon, and make a stand for academic freedom

http://bitly.com/TEUmassey
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and freedom of speech.

Sincerely,
David

______________________________________________________________
David Cumin BE, PhD 
Lecturer, Anaesthesiology
Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
DDI: +64 9 923 7177
https://unidirectory.auckland.ac.nz/profile/d-cumin
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